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Christianity and population

  
Founder and monastery

  
Temple and monastery

  
Palace and cathedral

  
Cross and Shrine

  
Memory and monastery

  
Start and end

  
Glory and monastery

  
Service and ban

  
Prayer and drought

  
Bishop and abbot

  
Memory and church

  
Satellite and Trip

  
Act and an association



  
Inventor and constructor

  
Institute and Centre

  
The Bureau and participation

  
Plant and family

  
River and creek

  
Tree and bush

  
Leaves and fl owers

  
Plant and fetus

  
Medicine and weakness

  
Branches and fruit

  
People and myth

  
Epoch and tradition

  
Mountain and water

  
Bird and chick

  
Job and studies

  
Signal and command

  
Ship and fl eet

  
Sculptor and Cathedral

  
Picture and portrait

  
Pedagogue and artist

  
Orchestra and opera

  
Soloist and executor

  
Apprentice and a game

  
A country and Europe

  
Poet and prize

  
Poet and interpreter

  
Poems and children

  
Friendship and people

  
Writer and poems

  
Coast and river

  
Orchestra and Conservatory

  
Theater and opera

  
Night and Christmas

  
Collection and coins

  
Heir and border

  
Name and emperor

  
Emperor and dynasty

  
A life and debt

  
People and love

  
Body and soul

  
The battle and participation

  
Army and general

  
God and myth

  
Depth and sea



  
Husband and celebrity

  
Think and combination

  
Daughter and sister

  
Birth and spouse

  
Studies and school

  
History and region

  
University and Job

  
Doctor and advice

  
Printing and composition

  
Lectures and history

  
Article and composition

  
A family and inhabitants

  
Population and tribe

  
South and north

  
Month and year

  
Hunting and day

  
Hunting and night

  
Female and male

  
Democracy and freedom

  
Income and wealth

  
Peace and support

  
Participation and question

  
Inhabitants and culture

  
Music and culture

  
Society and a life

  
Centre and Group

  
A life and a citizen

  
Myth and religion

  
Music and culture

  
Country and a life

  
Song and citizen

  
Day and a week

  
Religion and rite

  
Tradition and a country

  
Population and a country

  
People and a country

  
City and culture

  
Concert and music

  
Composer and pianist

  
School and culture

  
Society and music

  
Tour and music

  
Tour and culture

  
Masses and culture



  
Activist and pedagogue

  
Pedagogue and poet

  
Melodies and dancing

  
Festival and art

  
Plant and geography

  
Animals and plants

  
Culture and peace

  
Clan and a family

  
Breed and dog

  
Farm and accommodation

  
System and water

  
The words and freedom

  
The words and number of

  
Gulf and ocean

  
Speed and signal

  
Apartment and master

  
Length and width

  
Target and a game

  
Ball and goal

  
Land and Island

  
Clan and view

  
Flora and fauna

  
Kinds and groups

  
Contact and communications

  
Vegetation and prevalence

  
Strength and population

  
Expedition and material

  
Immigration and population

  
Area and city

  
Width and depth

  
Sea and ocean

  
The form and system

  
Lake and river

  
A hen and cock

  
Theory and idea

  
Element and strategy

  
Process and school

  
Philosophy and history

  
Library and books

  
Picture and art

  
Activities and books

  
Cathedral and art

  
Painting and art

  
Building and monastery



  
Turn and a country

  
Society and a life

  
Development and society

  
Artist and direction

  
Artist and infl uence

  
War and peace

  
Interest and creation

  
Population and territory

  
West and East

  
Theater and performance

  
Training and university

  
Role and traditions

  
Song and collection

  
Employment and chorus

  
Scene and music

  
Opera and performance

  
Participation and role

  
Creature and development

  
Process and direction

  
Collective and performance

  
Birth and music

  
Emergence and climb

  
Interest and character

  
Art and development

  
Author and music

  
Society and radio

  
Collective and chorus

  
The science and study

  
Creation and vertex

  
Value and receiving

  
Festival and organization

  
Friends and society

  
Economy and policy

  
Theory and capital

  
People and relations

  
A task and study

  
Explanation and need

  
Buyer and seller

  
Conditions and product

  
Production and product

  
Production and price

  
Assessment and value


